CASE STUDY

BACKGROUND

Like every pro sports team in the world, Cardiff City FC faced a tough decision when it came to organising media phone
interviews.
One option was to give out the personal mobile numbers of their players - acknowledging that it compromised privacy, was a
potential performance distraction, and that the club had no mechanism to address any misquotes. But not giving out numbers
meant it was more difficult to provide media access and it took up a heap of everyone’s time. Especially Mark Denham’s.
As the head of communications for Cardiff City FC since 2015, Mark and the club had decided that giving out athletes’ personal
mobile numbers was an unprofessional way to operate. But that brought complexities, as Mark explains:
“It was never easy. There were multiple problems. And the biggest thing was the cost of time.”
So, when the opportunity came up to trial Blinder, which meant Mark could allow journalists to call his athletes’ directly on their
personal mobiles, but without compromising privacy, his first thought was: “Why haven’t I heard of this before?”
Mark now provides great media access, respects athlete privacy, saves hours, and Cardiff City has a record of everything –
including call audio.

Cardiff City FC and The
Championship at a glance
The Cardiff City Football Club, nicknamed
The Bluebirds, are based at the 33,280
capacity Cardiff City Stadium in Wales.
Cardiff City FC currently play in the EFL
Championship, which sits one below the
Premier League.
The Club has a number of current
international players, including Iceland
captain Aron Gunnarsson, Canadian
Junior Hoilett and Denmark U21
sensation Kenneth Zohore.
The 24-team Championship is the
wealthiest non-top-flight football division
in the world.
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CHALLENGES
There were three key challenges that Cardiff City FC were aware of when it came to
media phone interviews:

About
Fremantle FC

Respecting athlete privacy was important, but difficult
As Cardiff City FC climbed through the grades of English football, all the way to the
Premier League, they naturally became more prominent in the public eye. Journalists were
chasing players directly by phone and so the club put new media guidelines in place,
including that (a). they wouldn’t give out the mobile phone numbers of their athletes and
(b). all their media calls would be recorded.
As Mark says: “For a journalist to get in touch and a club to hand out a player’s personal
number, I just don’t think that’s on - not in this day and age anyway. In defence of that, I
understand why it does happen. Sometimes if you’re up against it time wise you feel you
can take a chance.”

Organising phone interviews was inefficient and time consuming
Whilst Mark wouldn’t give out personal numbers, he’d have to set up the calls and issue
reminders to both parties. To ensure privacy, he’d manually patch the two in on his own
phone. But co-ordinating arrangements between three parties meant a higher degree of
complexity – and that resulted in more missed time slots.
As Mark recalls: “Sometimes half my afternoon would be interrupted trying to line up a
simple two-way call.”

It was hard to keep a record of everything
With some players feeling vulnerable to being misquoted under old arrangements, Cardiff
City decided to record audio of their media calls. So once Mark had managed to get
everyone on the phone at the right time, he’d place his handset onto a Dictaphone, and
later plug the Dictaphone into a computer, download the audio, and then listen back to
the file.
On reflection, Mark says: “It had become an archaic and slap-dash way of doing things. It
was never easy.”

SOLUTION
Cardiff City FC weren’t actively looking for a new system for conducting media phone
interviews, but when Mark spotted a social media article about the AFL’s Fremantle
Dockers and their use of Blinder, he was intrigued. Here’s why:

About
Fremantle FC

With Blinder, players can receive calls on their personal mobiles
from journalists, but without sharing their number
Blinder gives each team a special phone number which can be routed through to any
player’s mobile phone. Journalists simply dial the number, then enter the unique 4-digit
code they’ve received for the call from Blinder, which puts them through to the correct
player. Each code will only work at (or close to) the agreed time for the call. This ensures
all calls are arranged through the Cardiff City comms staff, personal phone numbers are
never shared, and players only talk to the media when they’re called via the trusted team
number at the agreed time.

The comms manager schedules interviews in a few seconds, then
all details and reminders are sent automatically
Once a time is agreed for an interview, the comms manager adds a new call via the
Blinder web dashboard. Both the player and journalist receive all of the information
automatically via text message and email. The comms manager is sent all the details also.
Then, 10 minutes before each call is due to start, the journalist and athlete are sent a
reminder by text, meaning once a call is scheduled there’s nothing more to be done.

Audio can be recorded and calls can be tracked in real-time
Mark can see when calls are in progress and when they’ve been completed. This means
he can help the media out by responding to any issues immediately.
But, more importantly than that, with just the click of a button, Mark can record audio of
any call his team does. This content is great for avoiding misquotes and can be repurposed elsewhere, as well as used for media training.
Mark says: “To come back to my desk and simply press play to check, knowing that
everything has been done, is a massive help for me.”

RESULTS

“Very often you can get on board with
things – and the first conversations are
really positive – but when it gets to the
day-to-day, nitty gritty of the practicalities,
it doesn’t always work.

Hours of time saved each month with complete peace of mind

“I haven’t had to look into anything with
Blinder. It’s just all worked and run
smoothly for me.”

Mark says: “I schedule a call. I go out to a meeting. I come back. I look at my Blinder dashboard to check. Everything is there
saved for me. I listen to the audio. No problems. I move on with my job.
“It’s been a lot easier and a lot more effective for us in terms of the time we devote to press obligations.”

A new level of professionalism
Not only is Mark being more productive in his role, but Blinder is making the club’s interactions with their athletes and with
journalists more professional also.
Mark: “Some journalists have questioned why we go through this process, but it’s a case of explaining to them why we do
things like we do with Blinder now. I’ve not had any complaints – both parties get things done on time and it suits everybody.”

Mark Denham
Head of Communications, Cardiff City FC

Want to know more?

And a whole lot of easy
With no downloads required for any party to use Blinder, and calls able to be made from any phone line, there was no tricky
adoption process for Cardiff City FC. Mark was scheduling calls within minutes of activating his Blinder account. And things
have run smoothly since.

Curious as to how Blinder works?
Check out this 90sec video:

See for yourself what Blinder can do
for your club:

Contact:
Caley Wilson / Blinder Co-founder
caley@blinderhq.com

www.blinderhq.com

